
 

Memorial Tree Planting – 23/7/13 
 

 
 

John Cameron and his family gathered on campus for the 
special memorial planting for Justine.  The Rimu is looking 
good, and can be found close to the north-eastern pathway, 
alongside Oranga Lake, across the little foot bridge and then 
up to the right.    

 

 

 

 

 

These are monarch Butterflies on Mahonia bushes, in the 
walkway between ITS and the Bus Stop.   It is thought they are 
fresh from the chrysalis and are sunning their wings while 
topping up on nectar from the flowers before heading off into 
their World.      ---    Blair McDonnell 

 
Pictures taken by Claire Crawford 
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  Staff from Massey University visited recently to observe how 
Waikato University is structured around both FM and Security 
service delivery. 
 

In discussions with Waikato staff they found we all share 
similar challenges. 
 

They were impressed with the positive vibe of the University 
and were amused to see the Science Tower buildings, which 
share a common design with Massey University. 
 

 
Photo left to right: 

Richard Jackson, Engineering Manager Building Automation Systems and 
Projects; Jason McQuarters, Team Leader Venues; Paula Groube, Admin Team 

Leader; Charlie Shearsby, Team Leader Security & Traffic 

 

Stephen Te Kanawa officially joined the FMD team as Porter 
after a brief period as a casual staff member.  Stephen has 
affiliation to Ngati Parou, Tainui and Ngati Manipoto and has 
previously worked in a variety industries with an extensive 
period in hospitality.  He enjoys sports, including rugby and 
fishing, and also likes jamming as a muso. Stephen says he 
has found the University a great place to work. 

 
 

Winners of our Super Rugby competition this year were:  1st Ray Hayward with 173 points;  2nd Kathy Crawford (HRM) with 
172 points and 3rd Tony Thompson with 171 points.  Well done to the guys from Security!! 

Te Karu's Farewell 
On Friday 2nd August we fare welled our friend and colleague 
Sonny Te Karu into "retirement" after 33 years of 
service.  The morning tea function held in the FMD court 
yard was one of the largest we have had which bore witness 
to the many relationships Sonny developed throughout the 
University, both in his work capacity, and through his 
personal contributions.  Sonny said he was especially pleased 
to have so many previously retired colleagues welcome him 
into their club.  Sonny promises to return for morning teas.  
(See pictures from function on page 3.) 
 



 

Facilitation will be produced bi-monthly.  This publication is available online (where the pictures are a lot clearer) at http://www.waikato.ac.nz/fmd/ 
For communications relating to the FMD newsletter please contact Judy Swetman, ext 4980, email judyb@waikato.ac.nz. 

 

 

 

 

  My partner Ashley and I travelled overseas last month to Thailand, Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan. 
 

In Thailand we first travelled to Bangkok where we went for walks around the city, went to markets and shopping malls 
and visited Wat Pho temple. We then travelled to a northern Provence of Thailand, Chiang Mai. We became elephant 
keepers for a day feeding them, riding them bare back and giving them a wash down in a river. We also went on a day 
tour travelling through a national park visiting a large temple and a street market where we tried heaps of Thai food 
including a fruit called Durian that smelt like sulphur.  
In Singapore we had breakfast with the orangutans and spent a day at the zoo, we went shopping here too and went to 
markets. On our last day we travelled to Sentosa Island and went to universal studios, we went on all the rides.  
 

In Hong Kong we went to a great Street market, we went up the bank of China building up to the 43rd floor; we also 
travelled to Victoria Peak and got a great view over Hong Kong.  
 

We then flew to Taiwan, we met a friend Arnold that travelled there the day we arrived, and he lives in NZ but was 
born in Taiwan. He showed us around Taiwan for the 5 days we stayed there; we travelled on the bullet train to Tai 
Chung for a few days, where we visited his grandfather. On one of our days here we went to Sun Moon lake, there 
were heaps of things to do here we went on a gondola, visited a temple and went on a boat across the lake.  
 

We then travelled to Taipei for a few days; our favourite experience here was going up one of the world’s tallest 
building Taipei 101 with the world’s fastest elevator.  
 

Our favourite place was Thailand, everything was really cheap e.g.: 6 vodka shots for $4 NZD, and a friendly feel to it. 
Gary Mitchell 
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Pictures from the farewell morning tea held on 2nd August. Go to the online newsletter (FMD website) to view 
larger images. 



Pertronic FireMap® Graphics integrates Pertronic FireMap® Graphics integrates 
Waikato University’s fi re alarm systemsWaikato University’s fi re alarm systems

Providing fast, accurate information on fi re related events to key 
response personnel is critical in any building - all the more so in 
education facilities where high occupancy levels exist in adjoining 
buildings at the same time. Recognising the importance of protecting 
their staff, students and buildings with modern fi re detection systems, 
Waikato University have progressively upgraded their fi re alarm 
equipment, standardising on Pertronic analogue addressable fi re 
control panels. Over fi fty such systems are now operational campus 
wide, installed and maintained by Fire Security Services Ltd.

The next stage of the upgrade is to integrate the detailed information 
provided by these intelligent fi re systems into a computer based 
application, accessible at different locations by facilities management 
and security personnel. FireMap® graphics provides the platform to 
achieve this. Developed in-house by Pertronic Industries, FireMap 
was designed with ease of installation and ease of use as prime 
requirements. Most PC-based graphics systems are complex to 
develop. Unless the fi re alarm company has staff with comprehensive 
training in graphics development, this work is usually undertaken by a 
third party contractor, adding cost and delays in the communication 
chain to the end client.

Pertronic FireMap simplifi es the whole process. The fi re alarm company 
develops and maintains the entire FireMap graphics system for their 
client. Importantly, FireMap can communicate between multiple PC’s 
and fi re panels over the client’s ethernet LAN, as is the case at Waikato 
University, removing the need for additional, expensive cabling. Once 
FireMap is operational, navigation is via a hierarchical map viewing 
system, always visible to the left of the computer screen. When an alarm 
occurs, the relevant map (or zone) automatically displays and shows the 
physical location of the device in alarm together with its details. 

While FireMap is designed to operate primarily with Pertronic 
analogue addressable fi re systems it can also interface with non-
Pertronic equipment to display information on other important systems 
- for example, stand alone gas fl ood suppression systems - valuable 
information to ensure a fast, accurate response to any event site wide.
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Typical FireMap graphics screen layout


